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Hardy’s Second Axiom is insufficiently general
K. A. Kirkpatrick∗
New Mexico Highlands University, Las Vegas, New Mexico 87701
Hardy (quant-ph/0101012) conjectures in his Axiom 2 that K = K(N), and that in classical
probability K = N , while in quantum mechanics K = N2. We offer an example in classical
probability for which K = NV , V the number of independent complete variables; with N = V this
classical example satisfies the purported quantal relation K = N2.
Hardy’s Axiom 2 states1 that the informational degrees of freedom of a system, K, is
a function of the number of values a variable is allowed, N : K = K(N). He analyzes a
classical probability system (balls in urns) to show that, in classical probability, K = N ;
in quantum mechanics, K = N2. Hardy suggests that this difference characteristically
distinguishes classical from quantal.
This is contradicted by the following simple example from classical probability (of a type
I’ve discussed in Refs. 2 and 3):
The system has V discrete-valued variables, call them Face, Suit, . . . , each taking
on N values, respectively {K, Q, · · · }, {S, H, · · · }, . . . . It consists of a box with
a single display and pushbutton (momentary) switches marked “Face,” “Suit,”
. . . . Inside the box is a deck of playing cards, each marked with a Face–value,
a Suit–value, . . . (the cards are not necessarily unique). Some of the cards are
segregated into a subdeck.
When the switch labeled V (i.e., Face, Suit, . . . ) is pressed, a card is selected
from the subdeck by a nondeterministic process, and the value y of the card’s
variable V is shown momentarily in the display. A new subdeck is constructed,
consisting of all the cards of the deck for which the value of the variable V is y.
In this system occurrences (“observations”) are repeatable: If, for a given occurrence, Suit =
H say, then a succeeding observation of Suit will return Suit = H with certainty, while a
succeeding observation of Face will randomly return K or Q or . . . . (These variables are
incompatible: they do not have a joint probability distribution, nor are they simultaneously
observable.)
It is necessary to determine the probability of each value of each variable in order to fully
determine the state; thus, in this example, K = NV . Of course if V = 1 (as is the case for
his classical example, a ball in boxes), this corresponds to Hardy’s “classical” case, K = N .
The maximal number of independent variables is equal to the dimension of the system:
V = N , in which case K = N2. This is the relation Hardy obtained for the quantum
case—but this example is certainly not quantal.
In a quantum mechanical system of N dimensions, there are maximally V = N linearly
independent variable operators, soK = N2. However, if superselection rules are active, then
there are fewer physical variables, V < N . Similarly, in the classical example presented here,
the number of variables needn’t be maximal, so again it is possible that V < N .
Both in classical systems of the form exemplified here and in quantal systems we have
K = V N , 1 < V < N . The functional form of K cannot distinguish classical probabilistic
systems from quantal systems.
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